Your major/minor plan has been submitted to the Anthropology Department.

If you have not already done so, you must consult with a faculty member in the Anthropology Department with whom you have taken courses or wish to have as your advisor within the major to review your plan to ensure that it meets all department requirements.

This faculty member will then suggest changes or approve your plan.

If you have submitted a plan for a MODIFIED Anthropology major, you also need to write a rationale for why the four courses you have selected constitute a coherent modification of Anthropology and how they relate to the Anthropology courses you propose to take, and this must also be approved by the Anthropology faculty member with whom you consult. PLEASE NOTE: these four courses may come from a single Department or Program ("ANTH modified with XXXX") or from up to four different Departments or Programs ("ANTH modified"), contingent on whether these departments or programs allow their courses to modify other majors.

Students submitting an Anthropology Global Health Minor (ANGH-MINOR) should consult with either Professor Sienna Craig or Professor Elizabeth Carpenter Song.

If you have any questions, please contact the department administrator, Joe Cadoret, at joseph.cadoret@dartmouth.edu or by phone at 603 646 3256.

WELCOME TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY DEPARTMENT!

The Anthropology Department